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OVERVIEW 
 

   C4 Controller Car Top Controller (CT) 

Car Operating Panel Controller (COP) 

SmartPositioning Landing System 
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CONTROLLER GROUNDING REQUIREMENTS 
 
NOTE – A proper and effective ground connection is very important 
to the safe and successful operation of this controller. 

 
Examples of a proper building-to-controller ground: 

• Attach the ground wire to a grounding rod in the pit. 
• Attach the ground wire to the street side of a water main. 
• Beware of grounding to any other water pipes. 

 
The controller has 1 or more common ground bus terminal blocks. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The building, motor, transformer, and filter(s) must all share a common ground. This removes ground loops, 
limits impedance, and routes noise into the ground. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION   
SRU LED INDITCATOR TABLE  
Each LED on the Smartrise Universal (SRU) board has a reference designator next to it. You will no�ce 
that the LEDs come in three colors: red, yellow, and green. 

• Red indicates a problem, either a fault has been detected or the board is rese�ng. 
• Yellow is used to indicate an ac�ve output terminal. 
• Green is used to show power on an input terminal, power to the board, and as a “heartbeat” to show 

the so�ware is running on the processors. 

 

INPUTS  
The input terminals are labeled 501 through 5XX (508 on the machine room board). Each terminal has a 
green LED next to it which indicates when there is power present on the input. Inputs are designed for 
DC current only. Putting AC current on an input will damage it. 
 

OUTPUTS  
The yellow LED indicates the output transistor is on and the current can flow through the output 
terminal. The output terminal provides a reference (REF) signal which means it will always connect to 
the nega�ve side of the load. The posi�ve side of the load should be connected to a +24VDC power 
source. 
 

** Never connect +24VDC directly to the output terminal. 
Without a load to limit the current, the output transistor may 
be damaged. ** 

When the yellow LED is off the output transistor is also off, which means any load connected to it will 
not be actuated. 
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INTRODUCTION TO HARDWARE 
SRU Board, IO Board, Hall Board, and Machine Room Board 

MACHINE ROOM (MR) BOARD – SR 3032 
 

 

 

  
                                                                  

24VDC 
Power 

 

120VAC 
Power 
Source Safety String 

Inputs 
120VAC 

24VDC 
Inputs 
(Factory) 120VAC 

Inputs and 
Outputs 
(Field) 

Hall Lock 
Connections 
120VAC 

24VDC 
Inputs 

24VDC 
Outputs 

CAN 2, 3, 4 

Network 
Terminals 

CN Network 

Inspection 
Controls 

Reset Buttons 

Drive 
Comm. 
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SMARTRISE UNIVERSAL (SRU) BOARD - SR 3030  
 

 

       1      2   3    4 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1. CN2+ CN2- serial communication from the MRU to the CT 
2. CN1+ CN1- Serial communication from the MRU to the CT 
3. C3H and C3L serial communication to third party devices like fixture driver board 

24 VDC power to board and 
used to additional devices 

   
Cat 5 is used to 
connect to the 
CEDES camera 

Safety critical 
inputs. These 
inputs are fixed 
and cannot be 
moved. 

Cat 5 connects 
Car top to Car 
Operating 
Panel. 

Supplies power 
and two serial 
communication 
channels 

Inputs can be 
programmed 
as needed 
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Power to the hall board if wired discretely, also used as power for the buttons and lamps on the fixture 

Up button* Up lamp* 

Can communication to the 
board, if twisted pair is used. 
Otherwise the cat5 
connection will have the 
communication in it 

Down 
lamp* 

Down 
button
* 

Dip switches for 
addressing which 
board is which 

IO BOARD - SR 3031 
This board serves one of two purposes: 

1. Designated as a riser board (Dip Switch 8 ON) for fire service connections and hall network 
connections. 

2. Designated as an expansion Board (Dip Switch 8 OFF) Provides a set of 8 24VDC inputs and outputs 
that can be programmed to anything the user may require. 

3. Master/Slave switch is used to allow for additional riser/expansion boards to be daisy chained. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HALL BOARD - SR 1060 
 
 

      
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         * Must be 24VDC 

Communication 
to wither the 
MRU or SRU 

Dip 
Switches 

   1 & 2 

Can be used to 
daisy chain 
additional I/O 
boards 

Can be used 
to daisy chain 
additional I/O 
boards 

Inputs can be 
programmed 
as needed 

Outputs can 
be 
programmed 
as needed 

Power to the 
riser board 
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C4 MACHINE ROOM BOARD 

24VDC POWER SOURCE 
The REF terminal is the dedicated 24VDC ground connection for our board 
Only one of these needs to be connected to our REF, the rest can be used for 

auxiliary devices as 
needed 

 
The PWR Terminal is the 
24VDC power source for 
our board 
Only one needs to be 
connected to our 24VDC source, the rest can be 

used for auxiliary devices as needed 
 

       
 

THE RESET BUTTONS 
The EQ RST button is used 
for earthquake reset. If the 
controller is faulted with 
seismic this button 
is used to reset the 
fault. 

The TLOSS RST button is 
currently unused and does 
nothing. 

The EBRK RST button is used for 
clearing faults where the fault requires 
an emergency brake and the fault is 

latching (IE Governor, 
Unintended Movement, 
ETC)

DRIVE COMMUNICATION 

NTS output is connected to the drive to trigger NTS operation. There is an 
LED that will alert the user if this output is active. 
 

The next four terminals are the Transmit and Receive communication 
connections to the Drive. Refer to sheet 4 of the prints for exact wiring for 
the drive. 

 
The REF terminal is there if you need it, as a shield connection for the wires 
used to connect to the Drive 
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THE NETWORKS 

The network is used for board to board communication between the machine 
room and car top. 
 
Both CN1 and CN2 are used for communications. 
 
A REF terminal is provided to shield the twisted pair used for these 
connections. 
 
These connections must be made prior to going onto normal operation. 
 
 
 
Brake Network(BN) is used for communication between the Machine 
Room and Brake Board. This channel transmits all brake commands to 
the brake board. 
 
 
AUX Network(AN) is used for auxiliary communication between the 
Machine Room and any compatible third-party devices. IE CE Driver 
Board. 
 
 
Group Network(GN) is used for group communication these 
connections connect all the cars together in a group setting. 
 
 

120VAC INPUTS & OUTPUTS (FACTORY) 
WARNING! All connections on this terminal block are HIGH VOLTAGE. 
Disconnect power to the controller before wiring these terminals. 

The SAFE terminal. This output is used to power the motor contactor 
after all safety checks have been completed. It is connected directly to 
the motor contactor coil. There is an LED to indicate to the user when 
this output is active. Wiring is shown on sheet 2 of the prints. 
 
The EBS terminal. This terminal is used to connect the supply voltage for 
the emergency brake. Depending on rope brake or disc ratings this will 
either be 120VAC or 240VAC. This input is used to supply voltage. 
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24VDC INPUTS & OUTPUTS 

The 24VDC inputs are labeled 501-508 
 
Each input is activated when 24 VDC is applied to it, there is a corresponding led 
to show the user when voltage is present on the input. 
 
The Machine Room 24 VDC input connections can be found on sheet 2 of the 
controller prints. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The 24VDC outputs are labeled 601-608 

 
Each output is sinking to Ref when activated, there is a corresponding LED to 
indicate to the user when the output is active. 
 
The Machine Room 24 VDC output connections can be found on sheet 2 of the 
controller prints. 
 
 

24VDC MONITORING INPUTS 
 
The CUP and CDN inputs are used for running the car UP or DOWN using an 
external run box. The LED will indicate when voltage is present on the input. 
 
The MM terminal. This input is used to put the controller on either 
construction mode (Inspection switch is on) or Test mode (Inspection Switch is 
off) To activate this input a jumper must be installed from 24VDC to the input. 
 
The MB2C terminal. This input is used to monitor the status of the B2 
contactor (If used). The LED will indicate when voltage is present on the input. 
 
The MBC terminal. This input is used to monitor the status of the B contactor. 
The LED will indicate when voltage is present on the input. 
 
The MMC terminal. This input is used to monitor the status of the M contactor. 
The LED will indicate when voltage is present on the input. 
 
The MDC terminal. This input is used to monitor drive contacts, when the drive 
requires its own safety string connections. The LED will indicate when voltage 
is present on the input. 
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SAFETY STRING INPUTS 120VAC 
WARNING! All connections on this terminal block are HIGH VOLTAGE. Disconnect power to the controller 
before wiring these terminals. 
 
This terminal block has the connections for the controller Safety String. Each input is always monitored 
(Including Construction Mode). The source and termination for all Machine Room and Hoistway safeties 
are located on this terminal block. See sheet 2 of the controller prints for wiring connections. 
 
The Pit terminal is the termination for the pit switch. The primary side of the switch is connected to 
H120, and the secondary side is then wired back to the PIT terminal. 

The BUF terminal is the termination for the buffer switch. The 
primary side of the switch is connected to H120, and the secondary 
side is then wired back to the BUF terminal. 

The TFL terminal is the termination for the top final limit. The 
primary side of the switch is connected to H120, and the secondary 
side is then wired back to the TFL terminal. 

The BFL terminal is the termination for the bottom final limit. The 
primary side of the switch is connected to H120, and the secondary 
side is then wired back to the BFL terminal. 

The SFH terminal is the termination for any other Hoistway safety 
devices that do not have a dedicated input. All additional devices 
should be wired in series and terminated to SFH. 

The H120 terminal is the internally fused source for all Hoistway 
safeties. This will be used to power PIT, BUF, BFL, TFL, and any other 
addition Hoistway safety devices. See sheet 2 of the prints for more 
details. 

The SFM terminal is the termination for all machine room safety 
devices that do not have a dedicated input (ex. run/stop switch, 
Rope gripper contacts, e-brake etc.) All additional devices should be 
wired in series and terminated to SFM. See sheet 2 of the controller 
prints for wiring details. 

The M120 terminal is the internally fused source for all Machine room safeties. See sheet 2 of the prints 
for wiring details. 
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120VAC INPUTS & OUTPUTS (FIELD) 
WARNING! All connections on this terminal block are HIGH VOLTAGE. 
Disconnect power to the controller before wiring these terminals. 

The ATU, ATD, ABU, and ABD terminals are the controller Hoistway Access 
terminations. AT stands for at top and AB stands for at bottom. The U and 
D correspond to up and down. These are 120VAC inputs. See sheet 2 for 
wiring details. 
 
EB is the voltage output to either the rope gripper or the secondary brake 
contactor. In the case of the rope gripper this terminal would be 
connected to the primary or hot side of the rope gripper. If a secondary 
sheave brake is being used this will be factory wired to the B2 contactor. 
 
The GOV input is the termination for the governor switch. This switch 
should use M120 as the source and terminate to the GOV input. This input 
is always actively monitored (Including Construction Mode). 
 

HALL LOCK CONNECTIONS 
WARNING! All connections on this terminal block are HIGH VOLTAGE. Disconnect power to the controller 
before wiring these terminals. 

The LRT terminal is used to terminate your Rear Top Lock. 120VAC is 
connected to the primary side of the lock, and the secondary side is wired 
back to this terminal. 
 
The LRM terminal is used to terminate the Rear Middle Locks. 120VAC is 
connected to the primary side of the first rear middle lock, the rest of the 
rear middle locks are wired in series 
and the secondary side of the last lock is wired back to this terminal. 
 
The LRB terminal is used to terminate the Rear Bottom Lock. 120VAC is 
connected to the primary side of the lock, and the secondary side is wired 
back to this terminal. 
 
The LFT terminal is used to terminate the Front Top Lock. 120VAC is 
connected to the primary side of the lock, and the secondary side is wired 
back to this terminal. 
 
The LFM terminal is used to terminate the Front Middle Locks. 120VAC is 
connected to the primary side of the first rear middle lock, the rest of the 
front middle locks are wired in series and the secondary side of the last lock is wired back to this terminal. 
 
The LFB terminal is used to terminate the Front Bottom Lock. 120VAC is connected to the primary side 
of the lock, and the secondary side is wired back to this terminal. 
 
The L120 terminals is the internally fused source for all your lock voltage.  
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INSPECTION CONTROLS 
The Enable button is used to enable 
power to the direction commands for 
inspection operation. This button must 
be pressed prior to issuing a direction 
to move on inspection. 

The Inspection switch is used to toggle between inspection and 
normal operation. Also, if the MM input is high, when 
inspection is selected you will be in construction mode, if 
normal is selected you will be in test mode. 

 

 

 
The Up and Down buttons are used to move 
the car either up or down on inspection and 
construction mode. 

The Car and hall door bypass switches are 
used to bypass the hall locks and gate switch ONLY on CT 
and IC inspection. These switches are used instead of 
jumpers to reduce the risk of accidentally leaving one 
attached. These switches are not used in construction 
mode, and will fault the controller if used any time out 
side CT or IC inspection.

 

The Capture button is used to capture the car when on automatic operation. Pressing the button takes 
the car out of group (It can no longer accept hall calls), but will continue to service car calls. Once the car 
stops moving it is ok to take control of the car as no one is left inside. 
 

IMPORTANT! 
While Smartrise takes every measure to provide the customer with an out of box installation, sometimes 
incomplete information leads to default values being set on equipment and voltage settings. This is done 
to protect your equipment from overvoltage issues. 
[For example, the door operator for your job might operate on 240VAC, but if Smartrise was not provided 
with that information when the job was developed, the DR breaker (door operator voltage supply) will be 
set to 120VAC for safety reasons.]  

Please take a moment to verify that all required voltages for the existing equipment matches the voltages 

set by Smartrise PRIOR TO POWERING UP THE CONTROLLER. 
You can verify this with the drawings provided in your job binder. 
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GETTING STARTED ON 
CONSTRUCTION MODE 
 

There will be a supplemental document provided 
with your controller explaining the startup 
procedure for the drive used. This should be 
attached at the end of this document. These 
additional steps must be performed before the 
car will run. 

MAIN POWER SETUP 
1. Verify that the main disconnect is in the off 

position and locked out. 

2. Verify all green push breakers are in the up position (OFF). 

3. Verify the L1/L2 breaker is in the OFF position (Green = Off, Red = On) 

4. Connect main line power 
connections to terminal 
block L1/L2/L3. 

5. Connect the ground wire 
to the yellow/green 
grounding terminal block 
next to the L1/L2/L3 
terminals. Please see page 
2 for grounding instructions 

6. Connect motor leads to the 
M contactor on terminals 
T1/ T2/T3. See also sheet 4 
of the drawings. 

7. Connect the main brake 
wires to terminals K1 and 
K2. 

If a rope gripper is being used, 
make sure it is pinned 
open. 

If a secondary sheave brake is 
being used connect it to 
terminals J1 and J2 

5 
7 

4 

6 

2 

3 
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MACHINE ROOM BOARD CONNECTIONS 

All Safety inputs are functional during construction mode. When these devices are installed they should 
be connected per sheet 2 of the prints. The following will assume that none of these devices have been 
installed prior to beginning on construction mode: 

• Connect a jumper from L120 to terminals LFT, LFM, LFB. For rear doors do the same for LRT, LRM, and 
LRB. 

• Connect a jumper from H120 to PIT, BUF, BFL, TFL, and SFH. 
• Connect M120 through the controller machine room run/stop switch and connect it to SFM. A 

closed switch will indicate run; an open switch will indicate stop. If no run/ stop switch is being used 
just connect M120 to SFM. 

• Connect your “run bug”, wire the up button to input CUP and the down to input CDN. If no run bug is 
being used, leave the inputs unwired. 

• Connect a jumper from 24VDC to MM. 
• Verify the car door bypass and Hoistway bypass switches are in the off position. 
• Place the inspection switch to “Inspection”. 
• Power on the controller by energizing the disconnect, pressing in all push breakers, and turning on 

the L1/L2 breaker. 

BRAKE BOARD SETTINGS 

Smartrise sets the brake pick and hold settings in the factory prior to shipping, it is important to verify 
this data before trying to run. The default or factory set data can be found on sheet 01 of your prints. 
 

 
 
If your actual brake data is different use the UI meu to adjust. 
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ADJUSTING THE BRAKE USING THE ONBOARD UI 
From the home screen press the right arrow key to access the menus Input the Brake Pick Voltage and 
select save once complete 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continue with all other changes that need to be made in the Brake Setup menu, make sure to save after 
every change 

DRIVE SETUP 
 
Setup to run this controller on construction mode varies depending on the drive used. Please refer to 
the included ‘Drive-specific Manual’* to prepare the drive for construction mode. 
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RUNNING ON INSPECTION 
 

* NOTE Prior to running on Inspection operation all connections need to be made from the MR to the 
CT and CT to COP. Please see sheet 2, 7, and 8 for controller wiring. * 

STANDARD MODES OF INSPECTION 

Machine Room Inspection is available using the MR inspection switch. The car can be run from the up 
and down buttons located on the MR board. This form of inspection is overridden by Hoistway Access, 
and CT inspection. 
 

 

 
 
 

Car Top Inspection is the highest mode of 
inspection and will override all other forms of 
inspection. The car is placed on CT inspection 
using the inspection switch located on the top of 
car run box. A run can be asserted by using the 
enable and Up and Down commands from the 
run box. 
 
 
 
Hoistway Access or Inspection HA is a form of 
inspection used to run the car with doors open at 
a terminal landing. The Hoistway Access inputs 
are discretely wired back to each controller’s MR board. To use this form of inspection the car must be 
at a terminal landing. 
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INSPECTION RUN OPTIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS 
The C4 controller uses pattern generation to conduct all runs, including inspection runs. This means that 
there is an inherent ramp up to inspection speed when beginning the run and a ramp back to zero speed 
when the run is released. We have provided the user with the ability to tune the inspection run to their 
preference. 

INSPECTION SPEED 
To verify the inspection speed for your car, 
navigate to the Setup Menu > Speeds > 
Inspection Speed. 
 
 
 
 
This value can be set from 0 to 150fpm. If the 
value is set to a above 150fpm the controller 
will fault until the parameter is adjusted to a 
value below 150fpm 
 

 
 

ADJUSTING THE S CURVE 
 
To Adjust the S curve values for an inspection run navigate to the Setup Menu > S Curves > Inspection. 
In this menu you will see the standard six options for adjusting your S curve. See the image below for 
which portion of the S curve each parameter adjusts, all adjustments a made in feet per second cubed. 
 

 
The parameters you will adjust are as follows, see the image below for a graphical representation of 
each value. 
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ADJUSTING RUN TIMERS 
On the C4 controller there are a variety of start and end 
of run timers used to maximize the quality of the run for 
each car. The following parameters can be adjusted for 
inspection runs to achieve the desired result. You can 
navigate to these options by enter the Setup menu > 
Run Timers. 

Start of Run Timers 
Acceleration delay, this parameter is used at the 
beginning of the run to delay the speed pattern being 
sent to the drive. You can use this value to increase or 
decrease how quickly your car will begin the run after 
the doors close. 
 
Brake Pick Delay, this parameter is used to determine 
the delay, on dual brake systems, between energizing 
the main and emergency brake. If the value is placed at 0 both brakes will energize at the same time. 

End of Run Timers 
Brake Drop Delay (Insp), this parameter is used to determine the amount of time after the run has 
finished to hold open the main brake in M/S. If the value is set to 0 the brake will drop instantly at the 
end of the run. 
Drive Drop Delay (Insp), this parameter is used to determine the amount of time the controller will keep 
the drive enable and zero speed command asserted to the drive. This value will keep the drive on 
holding the motor at zero speed for the time set in M/S. 
Motor Drop Delay (Insp), this parameter is used to determine how long after the drive drop delay has 
expired to hold open the M contactor to prevent arching at the end of the run. This value is set in M/S. 
B2 Drop Delay (Insp), This parameter is used to determine how long after the end of the run the 
emergency brake contactor remains open. This value is set in M/S. 
Emergency Brake Drop Delay (Insp), this value is used to determine the amount of time after a run the 
emergency brake will remain open. This value is set in M/S, if set to zero the main and secondary brakes 
will drop at the same time. 
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SMARTPOSITIONING QUICK START 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
Mounting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Tape Clip Assembly 

 
 
 

          
    
 
 
 
 
            Figure 3: Tape 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  Top Tape      
  mount 
 
 
 
 
Top Floor 
 
 
 
 
Intermediate 
 
 
 
 
Bottom Floor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
   Bottom  

      Tape mount 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Camera Assembly                                                   Figure 4: Complete Install 
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Step 3: Pull a small 
amount of tape from the 
box as needed to 
complete Steps 4 & 5. 

Cau�on: Don’t pull too 
much out of the box as 
excessive bending in 
the tape can damage it. 

Step 1: Open the 
tape box at the top 
corner being 
careful of the 
sharp end or edge 
of the tape. 

Step 2: Pull the 
tape straight out 
so that it can be 
a�ached to the 
Top Tape 
Bracket. 

 

INSTALLATION 

TAPE  
Code Tape – this special coded tape provides the absolute posi�oning feedback to the CEDES Camera. 

 

TAPE INSTALLATION  
Step 1 - Open Tape     Step 2 - Dispense Tape 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 3 – Tape Bend Radius    Step 4 – Secure Tape to Top Bracket  
 
  
 
  

\ 
 
 

CAUTION 

The tape edge is sharp! Whenever you see this symbol make sure you wear cut-proof 
gloves when handling the tape. 

NOTE: Make 
sure that the 
words “Le�” 
are on the le� 
side of the 
tape with the 
barcode facing 
out towards 
the camera. 

Step 4a: Serpen�ne the tape 
through the bracket as shown. 
Zip �e a�erward. 
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SENSOR ASSEMBLY 

COMPLETE SENSOR ASSEMBLY 
Assembly contains; CEDES Optical Sensor, Optical Sensor mount bracket, CEDES Exact Position GLS 
Reader, Sensor Array bracket, and associated hardware. Note, sensors can be oriented differently if 
corresponding tape and blades are aligned correctly. Connect Optical Sensor and GLS Reader to the car 
top SRU board. Secure cabling. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
Figure 5: Sensor Assembly 

SECURE SENSOR SHELF ASSEMBLY TO CAR TOP FRAME C-CHANNEL 

• Note: Exact positioning and lengths of Unistrut 
can be adjusted as needed if the Sensor Array is 
positioned as shown in figure 7. 

• Cut two lengths of Unistrut to 18”, and one 
length to 24”. 

• Bolt the two, 18” lengths of Unistrut to the C-
channels as shown in figure 6. 

• Bolt the 24” length of Unistrut to the two 18” 
lengths as shown in figure 6. Note: the 24” length 
may be bolted to the top of the two 18” lengths 
if desired. 

• Temporarily affix a Tape Clip Assembly onto the 
guide rail to use as alignment for the Sensor 
Array Assembly. See figure 7. 

• Set the end of the 24” Unistrut at 3.0” from the 
rear surface of the guide rail as shown in figure 7. 

• Loosely bolt the Sensor Array Assembly onto the 24” 
Unistrut with the Door Zone Blade centered horizontally in the GLS Reader as shown in figure 7. 

• Position the Sensor Array at the distances shown in figure 7 then tighten all bolts. Note: The Optical 
Sensor Mount bolts may be loosened if needed to adjust the position of the sensor. 

3.0” 
6.0” center to center 5.0” 

Figure 1: Unistrut installation 

CEDES OPTICAL 
SENSOR 

2800-214 OPTICAL 
SENSOR 

CEDES EXACT 
POSITION GLS READER 

2800-214 SENSOR 
BRACKET 
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ALTERNATIVE SENSOR SHELF ASSEMBLY INSTALLATION 
• Space permitting, the Sensor Array Shelf may be installed on top of the C-channel beams as shown in 

figure 8. 

4.13” 

.5

3.0” 

Figure 2: Alternate Unistrut installation 
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UPPER TAPE MOUNTING ASSEMBLY 

Top Tape Installation 
• Affix an 18” length of Unistrut to the top of guide rail as shown in figure 9. 
• Loosely assemble the Upper Tape Mounting Assembly in the order shown in figure 10. 
• Position the Upper Tape Mount Assembly 7&5/8” from the surface of the guide rail to the center of 

the 3/8” bolt as shown in figure 9. 
• Tighten the first hex nut to secure the assembly in place 
• Thread the Nylock nut onto the bolt until there is a .2” gap between the two flat washers that are on 

either side of the Tape Interlock bracket as shown in figure 11. This gap is required to relieve twist in 
the tape.  

.2” 

7.63” 

Figure 3: Upper tape Unistrut Installation 

Nylock 

Tape Interlock brkt 
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Figure 4: Tape Clip assembly 

TAPE CLIP ASSEMBLY 

Tape Clip Assembly Installation 
• As you descend, you will unspool the tape, install the Tape Clip assemblies and set the Door Zones. 
• The Tape Clip assembly includes the Tape Guide Clip, Door Zone Blade and the mounting magnets 

already preassembled. 

                                        
• Bring the car to floor level. 
• Wipe rail clean where clip assembly will be placed. 
• Holding the Tape Clip assembly with one hand and the Tape with the other, rotate the Tape into the 

Tape Clip as shown in figure. 
• Place the Tape Clip assembly onto the Guide Rail so that the DZ blade is centered vertically with the 

GLS reader Optical Axis as shown in figure 16. 
• If there are bolts or other obstructions not allowing the assembly to be placed precisely where 

needed, then remove the two screws, washers and nuts securing the DZ Blade and adjust the blade up 
or down as needed. 

• Ensure that the assembly is sitting flush to the rail as show in Figure 15. 

 

NOTE: In applications where there is 15ft of distance between door zones, you will need to place an 
extra bracket between those door zones. The Bracket will only contain the Tape Clip and NOT the DZ 
Blade. This will minimize tape twisting caused by long distances between Door Zones. These extra 
Tape Clip Brackets will be provided as needed. 

 
 

DZ Blade 

Tape Clip 

Adjustable  
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To install the guide clips:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
• An extension arm is 
provided if the 
assembly cannot be 
placed where desired. 
• To install the 
extension arm, remove 
the DZ Blade from the 
Tape Clip assembly and 
install Door Zone 
Extension Arm using 
the same screws, nuts 
and washers, as shown 
in figure 17. 

• Using two more Screws, nuts and washers provided in the install kit, mount the DZ Blade to the DZ 
Extension Arm in the desired location. 

  

CAUTION 

Be careful not to twist or 
bend the tape as it is 

lowered. 

CAUTION 

Do not remove bracket 
from rail by pulling from 
far end. This may bend the 
bracket. 

Optical Axis.  

Figure 53: Tape Clip 
Insert Example 

 

Figure 14: Optical Axis 

Insert Tape into guide 
clips by rotating it 
clockwise onto the tape.  
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Figure 67: DZ Extension Arm 

• Continue down the hoist way, placing the Tape Clip assembly at each landing. 

LOWER TAPE MOUNTING ASSEMBLY 

LOWER TAPE INSTALLATION 
• Affix an 18” length of Unistrut to the bottom of guide rail as shown in figure 19. 
• Loosely assemble the Lower Tape Mounting Assembly in the order shown in figure 18. 
• Position the Lower Tape Mount Assembly 9.36” from the surface of the guide rail to the center of the 

3/8” bolt as shown in figure 19. 
• Tighten the first hex nut to secure the assembly in place 
• Thread the Nylock nut onto the bolt until the two flat washers that are on either side of the Spring are 

just touching the spring loop as shown in figure 18. This nut does not need to be tightened. 
• Connect the spring to the Tape Interlock bracket using the Split Ring as shown below in figure 19. 
• Ensure that the spring is stretched approximately 3 inches when installed. 

Adjust the tension of the spring by raising or 
lowering the Unistrut Mounting Point so that 

there is 3” of stretch. 

Flush to 

the edge DZ Extension Arm 

Tape 
Interlock 

9.36” 

Split 
Ring 

Spring 
shown 
stretched 

Nylock 

Figure 88: Bottom Tape Installation 

Figure 79: Bottom Tape Installation 

Hex Nut 
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EMERGENCY TAPE BREAK SWITCH ASSEMBLY 

EMERGENCY TAPE BREAK SWITCH (OPTIONAL) 
• Affix a 12” length of Unistrut to the guide rail approximately 20” above the lower tape mounting 

assembly Unistrut as shown in figure 21. 
• Attach bracket and switch to Unistrut as shown in figure 20.  
• Link the ETB switch to the tape interlock via the cable kit provided as shown in figure 21. Leave 1-2 

inches of slack in the cable. Note: switch can be mounted vertically as well by inserting switch pull 
tab into bottom end; pull should always face downward as 
shown.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

NOTE: The Emergency Tape Break Switch should be 
installed in the safety string in series with the Buffer 

Switch. 

There should be slack in the wire when the tape tension 
spring is fully extended. This slack will allow for tape 

and/or building movement. 

If the tape breaks, the Tension Spring will retract and pull 
the cable attachment out of the Emergency Tape Break 

Switch, opening the safety string. Make sure that the cable 
length allows the tab to pull out of the Tape Break Switch 

when the spring is retracted. 

20” 

ETB Switch 

Pull Tab 

Cable 

Figure 209: Emergency Tape Break Switch 

Figure 21: ETB Switch Setup 
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FINE TUNE 
See Camera Alignment section for camera placement. Camera should be at 4.13” from tape. *Tolerance 
of camera is +, - 1 cm*. 

 
Power the APS camera via RJ45 to the car top’s SRU board so a red array can be seen on the tape to 
allow for alignment. If no red array is seen on tape, reset power by unplugging and reinserting to RJ45 
Jack. 

VERIFY 
Proceed on inspection up/down the hoist way and adjust each tape guide clip to the correct in-line 
position with respect to the sensor assembly. 
 
The camera will power up when the cartop station is powered up. 
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CAMERA ALLIGNMENT 
Use the Alignment and Position Status LEDs on the top of the 
Camera to align the camera to the tape. 
Loosen the two mounting bolts on the camera mounting plate to 
adjust the cameras position. 
The following illustration shows how to position the camera for 
proper alignment using the alignment LEDs. 
 
When camera alignment is required, the red arrow LEDs indicate 
which way to move the camera. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Left / Right Alignment: Using the directional arrows on the top of the camera, move the camera left or 
right until only the green POS STAT is on. 
Far / Near Alignment: Using the directional arrows on the top of the camera, move the camera closer to 
or further away from the tape until only the green POS STAT is on. 
Once the alignment is complete, tighten the camera mounting plate. 
Run the car on inspection from terminal-to-terminal while watching the POS LED on the top of the camera 
to make sure that the camera is aligned with the tape for the entire length of travel. 
As you travel up and down the hoistway, the red alignment arrow LED’s may flash on and off. This is OK if 
the center green LED stays lit. 

When camera alignment is required, the red arrow LEDs indicate which way to move the camera. 
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LEARNING THE HOISTWAY 
1. Bring the car to the top or bottom floor terminal. 
2. Verify that the DZ input on the CT SRU board is high by checking the top right corner of the main 

screen. Or check by going to Main menu -> Status ->inputs->Doors and there should be “X” next to 
Door Zone. 

 

3. On the MR board, turn on DIP #5 on 
DIP A. The main screen should 
switch from Normal to “Hold Up/ 
DN to start.” 
 
 
 
 

4. Depending on which terminal the 
car is in, momentary until press down 
to learn the hoist way top to 
bottom, or press up to learn the 
hoist way bottom to top. 

 
 

5. When the car stops, the screen 
should show “Learn Complete.” 
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Note: Learn speed can be set in Main menu -> Setup -> Speeds -> Learn speed. 
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FAULTS TABLE 
 

# Tag Definition Solution 
 

0 NONE No faults active. 
  

1 GOV Governor safety input is currently low. 
  

2 GOV_L Governor fault is latched. Press the EBRK RST button 
to clear. 

 

3 EB1_DROP EB1 relay is currently dropped. 
  

4 EB1_DROP_L EB1 fault is latched. Press the EBRK RST button 
to clear. 

 

5 UNINTENDED_MOV Either GSW or Locks are open and the 
car is more than two inches from the 
nearest learned floor. 

  

6 UNINTENDED_MOV_L Unintended movement fault is latched. Press the EBRK RST button 
to clear. 

 

7 TRACTION_LOSS Car speed has deviated from the motor 
encoder speed by an adjustable 
percentage. 

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match. 

 

8 TRACTION_LOSS_L Traction loss fault is latched. Press TLOSS button to 
clear. 

 

9 SPEED_DEV Car speed has deviated from the 
command speed by an adjustable 
percentage.  

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match, 
clean CEDES tape, or 
reduce s-curve values. 

 

10 IC_STOP_SW In car stop switch (COP-SF2) input is 
missing. 

Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

11 REDUNDANCY_LRB Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

12 REDUNDANCY_LRM Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

13 REDUNDANCY_LRT Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

    14 REDUNDANCY_LFB Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

15 REDUNDANCY_LFM Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

16 REDUNDANCY_LFT Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

17 REDUNDANCY_ATU Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 
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18 REDUNDANCY_ATD Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

19 REDUNDANCY_ABU Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

20 REDUNDANCY_ABD Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

21 REDUNDANCY_CAR_BYP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

22 REDUNDANCY_HA_BYP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

23 REDUNDANCY_MM Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

24 REDUNDANCY_SFM Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

25 REDUNDANCY_SFH Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

26 REDUNDANCY_PIT Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

27 REDUNDANCY_IP_INSP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

28 REDUNDANCY_MR_INSP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

29 REDUNDANCY_IL_INSP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

30 REDUNDANCY_C_EB2 Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

31 REDUNDANCY_C_SFM Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

32 REDUNDANCY_M_EB2 Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

33 REDUNDANCY_M_SFM Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 
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34 REDUNDANCY_M_EB3 Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

35 REDUNDANCY_M_EB1 Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

36 REDUNDANCY_M_SFP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

37 REDUNDANCY_C_EB3 Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

38 REDUNDANCY_C_EB1 Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

39 REDUNDANCY_C_SFP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

40 REDUNDANCY_GSWR Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

41 REDUNDANCY_GSWF Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

42 REDUNDANCY_CT_INSP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

43 REDUNDANCY_CT_STOP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

44 REDUNDANCY_ESC_HAT
CH 

Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

45 REDUNDANCY_CAR_SAFE Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

46 REDUNDANCY_FSS Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

47 REDUNDANCY_IC_STOP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

48 REDUNDANCY_IC_INSP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

49 REDUNDANCY_HA_INSP Input read by the main MCU system 
and the CPLD safety system do not 
match. 

Verify the board has its 
RDC jumper on. 

 

50 SFP_STUCK_LO SFP relay is stuck in the OFF position. Verify the relay is tightly 
seated on its connector. 
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51 SFP_STUCK_HI SFP relay is stuck in the ON position. Verify the relay is tightly 
seated on its connector. 

 

52 SFP_DROPPED SFP relay has been dropped. Investigate the fault 
issued by the CPLD. 

 

53 EB3_STUCK_LO EB3 relay is stuck in the OFF position. Verify the relay is tightly 
seated on its connector. 

 

54 EB3_STUCK_HI EB3 relay is stuck in the ON position. Verify the relay is tightly 
seated on its connector. 

 

55 EB4_STUCK_LO EB4 relay is stuck in the OFF position. Verify the relay is tightly 
seated on its connector. 

 

56 EB4_STUCK_HI EB4 relay is stuck in the ON position. Verify the relay is tightly 
seated on its connector. 

 

57 EB1_STUCK EB1 relay is stuck. Verify the relay is tightly 
seated on its connector. 

 

58 M_CONT_STUCK_HI M contactor is stuck in the ON position. Check the wiring to and 
from the M contactor. 

 

59 M_CONT_STUCK_LO M contactor is stuck in the OFF 
position. 

Check the wiring to and 
from the M contactor. 

 

60 B2_CONT_STUCK_HI B2 contactor is stuck in the ON 
position. 

Check the wiring to and 
from the B2 contactor. 

 

61 B2_CONT_STUCK_LO B2 contactor is stuck in the OFF 
position. 

Check the wiring to and 
from the B2 contactor. 

 

62 HA_BYPASS Hall door bypass switch is ON. Turn off machine room 
board H-DOOR switch. 

 

63 CAR_BYPASS Car door bypass switch is ON. Turn off machine room 
board C-DOOR switch. 

 

64 OVERSPEED_GENERAL Car speed exceeded 110% of contract 
speed. 

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match or 
reduce s-curve values. 

 

65 OVERSPEED_GENERAL_L Car overspeed fault is latched. Press EBRK RST button to 
clear. 

 

66 OVERSPEED_INSPECTION Car speed exceeded 150 fpm in 
inspection mode. 

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match. 

 

67 OVERSPEED_DOOR_GSW
F 

Car speed exceeded 150 fpm with front 
gate switch open. 

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match. 

 

68 OVERSPEED_DOORS_LFT Car speed exceeded 150 fpm with front 
top lock open. 

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match. 

 

69 OVERSPEED_DOORS_LF
M 

Car speed exceeded 150 fpm with front 
middle lock open. 

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match. 

 

70 OVERSPEED_DOORS_LFB Car speed exceeded 150 fpm with front 
bottom lock open. 

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match. 

 

71 OVERSPEED_DOORS_GS
WR 

Car speed exceeded 150 fpm with rear 
gate switch open. 

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match. 

 

72 OVERSPEED_DOORS_LRT Car speed exceeded 150 fpm with rear 
top lock open. 

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match. 

 

73 OVERSPEED_DOORS_LR
M 

Car speed exceeded 150 fpm with rear 
middle lock open. 

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match. 

 

74 OVERSPEED_DOORS_LRB Car speed exceeded 150 fpm with rear 
bottom lock open. 

Confirm system and drive 
contract speed match. 
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75 OVERSPEED_UETS Car speed exceeded the top terminal 
speed limit. 

Reduce the decel curve 
values. 

 

76 OVERSPEED_DETS Car speed exceeded the bottom 
terminal speed limit. 

Reduce the decel curve 
values. 

 

77 CPU_STOP_SW_MRA CPU stop switch is ON for the machine 
room board. 

Turn off DIP A1 on the 
machine room board. 

 

78 CPU_STOP_SW_MRB CPU stop switch is ON for the machine 
room board. 

Turn off DIP A1 on the 
machine room board. 

 

79 CPU_STOP_SW_CTA CPU stop switch is ON for the car top 
board. 

Turn off DIP A1 on the car 
top board. 

 

80 CPU_STOP_SW_CTB CPU stop switch is ON for the car top 
board. 

Turn off DIP A1 on the car 
top board. 

 

81 CPU_STOP_SW_COPA CPU stop switch is ON for the car 
operating panel board. 

Turn off DIP A1 on the car 
operating panel board. 

 

82 CPU_STOP_SW_COPB CPU stop switch is ON for the car 
operating panel board. 

Turn off DIP A1 on the car 
operating panel board. 

 

83 NEED_TO_RESET A system configuration parameter was 
changed. The system must be power 
cycled. 

Cycle power to the 
system. 

 

84 INVALID_NUM_FLOORS Number of floors setting is outside the 
valid range. 

Set number of floors to a 
value from 2 to 64. 

 

85 INVALID_CONTRACT_SPD Contract speed setting is outside the 
valid range. 

Set contract speed to a 
value from 10 to 1600. 

 

86 INVALID_INSP_SPD Inspection speed setting is outside the 
valid range. 

Set inspection speed to a 
value from 0 to 150. 

 

87 INVALID_LEARN_SPD Learn speed setting is outside the valid 
range. 

Set learn speed to a value 
from 10 to contract speed. 

 

88 INVALID_TERM_SPD Terminal speed setting is outside the 
valid range. 

Set terminal speed to a 
value from 0 to 30. 

 

89 INVALID_LEVEL_SPD Leveling speed setting is outside the 
valid range. 

Set leveling speed to a 
value from 1 to 20. 

 

90 INVALID_NTSD_SPD NTS speed setting is outside the valid 
range. 

Set NTS speed to a value 
from 1 to 20. 

 

91 NEED_TO_LEARN Learned floor positions are invalid.  Set machine room DIP A5 
and follow on screen 
instructions to learn floor 
positions. 

 

92 INVALID_ETS_1 ETS points are invalid for the Normal s-
curve profile. 

Cycle power to the 
system. 

 

93 INVALID_ETS_2 ETS points are invalid for the Inspection 
s-curve profile. 

Cycle power to the 
system. 

 

94 INVALID_ETS_3 ETS points are invalid for the E-Power s-
curve profile. 

Cycle power to the 
system. 

 

95 INVALID_ETS_4 ETS points are invalid for the Short run 
s-curve profile. 

Cycle power to the 
system. 

 

96 AT_FLOOR_NO_DZ Car is at a learned floor level but is 
missing the door zone signal. 

Adjust the learned floor 
position or door zone 
magnet at the fault 
position. 
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97 FIRE_STOP_SW Fire stop switch (COP-SF3) input is 
missing. 

Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

98 DOOR_F_JUMPER_GSW Gate switch jumper was detected. Gate 
switch input must go low to clear. 

Remove jumper or 
increase the door jumper 
timeout setting. 

 

99 DOOR_F_JUMPER_LOCK Lock jumper was detected. A lock input 
must go low to clear. 

Remove jumper or 
increase the door jumper 
timeout setting. 

 

100 DOOR_F_LOCKS_OPEN A lock was stuck open when closing 
doors. 

  

101 DOOR_F_GSW_OPEN Gate switch stuck open when closing 
doors. 

  

102 DOOR_F_FAIL_OPEN Door failed to open. 
  

103 DOOR_F_FAIL_CLOSE Door failed to close. 
  

106 DOOR_F_LOST_SIGNAL Door signals were unexpectedly lost. 
  

107 DOOR_R_JUMPER_GSW Gate switch jumper was detected. Gate 
switch input must go low to clear. 

Remove jumper or 
increase the door jumper 
timeout setting. 

 

108 DOOR_R_JUMPER_LOCK Lock jumper was detected. A lock input 
must go low to clear. 

Remove jumper or 
increase the door jumper 
timeout setting. 

 

109 DOOR_R_LOCKS_OPEN A lock was stuck open when closing 
doors. 

  

110 DOOR_R_GSW_OPEN Gate switch stuck open when closing 
doors. 

  

111 DOOR_R_FAIL_OPEN Door failed to open. Check Door limits. 
 

112 DOOR_R_FAIL_CLOSE Door failed to close. Check Door limits. 
 

115 DOOR_R_LOST_SIGNAL Door signals were unexpectedly lost. N/A 
 

116 MAX_RUNTIME Car made a single run that exceeded 
the run time limit. 

Adjust max runtime 
setting. 

 

117 EB_BYPASSED EB3 or EB4 bypass relay is stuck in the 
ON position. 

N/A 
 

118 PARAM_QUEUE_MRA Machine room processor A parameter 
edit buffer overflowed. 

Reduce rate of parameter 
edit requests. 

 

119 PARAM_QUEUE_MRB Machine room processor B parameter 
edit buffer overflowed. 

Reduce rate of parameter 
edit requests. 

 

120 PARAM_QUEUE_CTA Car top processor A parameter edit 
buffer overflowed. 

Reduce rate of parameter 
edit requests. 

 

121 PARAM_QUEUE_CTB Car top processor B parameter edit 
buffer overflowed. 

Reduce rate of parameter 
edit requests. 

 

122 PARAM_QUEUE_COPA Car operating panel processor A 
parameter edit buffer overflowed. 

Reduce rate of parameter 
edit requests. 

 

123 PARAM_QUEUE_COPB Car operating panel processor B 
parameter edit buffer overflowed. 

Reduce rate of parameter 
edit requests. 

 

124 OFFLINE_MRA_BY_CTA MR-A processor reported offline by CT-
A processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 

 

125 OFFLINE_MRA_BY_COPA MR-A processor reported offline by 
COP-A processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 
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126 OFFLINE_MRA_BY_MRB MR-A processor reported offline by 
MR-B processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 

 

127 OFFLINE_CTA_BY_MRA CT-A processor reported offline by MR-
A processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 

 

128 OFFLINE_CTA_BY_COPA CT-A processor reported offline by 
COP-A processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 

 

129 OFFLINE_CTA_BY_CTB CT-A processor reported offline by CT-B 
processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 

 

130 OFFLINE_COPA_BY_MRA COP-A processor reported offline by 
MR-A processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 

 

131 OFFLINE_COPA_BY_CTA COP-A processor reported offline by 
CT-A processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 

 

132 OFFLINE_COPA_BY_COPB COP-A processor reported offline by 
COP-B processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 

 

133 OFFLINE_MRB_BY_MRA MR-B processor reported offline by 
MR-A processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 

 

134 OFFLINE_CTB_BY_CTA CT-B processor reported offline by CT-A 
processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 

 

135 OFFLINE_COPB_BY_COPA COP-B processor reported offline by 
COP-A processor. 

Check wiring of 
communication lines. 
Check for stalled HB LEDs. 

 

136 BOARD_RESET_MRA Processor was reset, triggered by 
power loss or user reset. 

  

137 BOARD_RESET_MRB Processor was reset, triggered by 
power loss or user reset. 

  

138 BOARD_RESET_CTA Processor was reset, triggered by 
power loss or user reset. 

  

139 BOARD_RESET_CTB Processor was reset, triggered by 
power loss or user reset. 

  

140 BOARD_RESET_COPA Processor was reset, triggered by 
power loss or user reset. 

  

141 BOARD_RESET_COPB Processor was reset, triggered by 
power loss or user reset. 

  

142 WDT_RESET_MRA Processor was reset, triggered by watch 
dog. 

  

143 WDT_RESET_MRB Processor was reset, triggered by watch 
dog. 

  

144 WDT_RESET_CTA Processor was reset, triggered by watch 
dog. 

  

145 WDT_RESET_CTB Processor was reset, triggered by watch 
dog. 
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146 WDT_RESET_COPA Processor was reset, triggered by watch 
dog. 

  

147 WDT_RESET_COPB Processor was reset, triggered by watch 
dog. 

  

148 BOD_RESET_MRA Processor was reset, triggered by dip in 
board voltage. 

  

149 BOD_RESET_MRB Processor was reset, triggered by dip in 
board voltage. 

  

150 BOD_RESET_CTA Processor was reset, triggered by dip in 
board voltage. 

  

151 BOD_RESET_CTB Processor was reset, triggered by dip in 
board voltage. 

  

152 BOD_RESET_COPA Processor was reset, triggered by dip in 
board voltage. 

  

153 BOD_RESET_COPB Processor was reset, triggered by dip in 
board voltage. 

  

154 MR_FUSE_BLOWN Machine room SOUT fuse is blown. Replace the machine room 
SOUT fuse. 

 

155 SAFETY_STR_MR Unused (see MR_SAFETY fault) Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

156 SAFETY_STR_PIT Pit (MR-PIT) input missing. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

157 SAFETY_STR_BUF Buffer (MR-BUF) input missing. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

158 SAFETY_STR_TFL Top final limit (MR-TFL) input missing. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

159 SAFETY_STR_BFL Bottom final limit (MR-BFL) input 
missing. 

Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

160 SAFETY_STR_CT_SW Car top switch (CT-SF1) input missing. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

161 SAFETY_STR_ESC_HATCH Car top escape hatch (CT-SF2) input 
missing. 

Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

162 SAFETY_STR_CAR_SAFE Car top car safeties (CT-SF3) input 
missing. 

Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

163 LTF_OPEN Front top lock is open. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

164 LMF_OPEN Front middle lock is open. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

165 LBF_OPEN Front bottom lock is open. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

166 LTR_OPEN Rear top lock is open. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

167 LMR_OPEN Rear middle lock is open. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

168 LBR_OPEN Rear bottom lock is open. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

169 GSWF_OPEN Front gate switch is open. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

170 GSWR_OPEN Rear gate switch is open. Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 
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171 FRAM_DEFAULTING New FRAM chip detected and 
formatting is in progress. 

N/A 
 

172 FRAM_TIMEOUT FRAM read or write request was 
unsuccessful. 

N/A 
 

173 FRAM_DEFAULT_FAIL Attempt to format FRAM chip has 
failed. 

N/A 
 

174 120VAC Machine room 120 VAC supply is 
missing. 

Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 

 

175 MOTION_INVALID_CMD A motion control error has occurred. N/A 
 

176 MOTION_PREPARE_RUN Motion start sequence aborted due to 
unsafe door state. 

Check door contacts. 
 

178 MOTION_PICK_M Motion start sequence aborted due to 
missing M contactor feedback. 

  

179 MOTION_SPEED_REG Motion start sequence aborted due to 
missing B contactor or drive control 
feedback. 

  

180 MOTION_PICK_B2 Motion start sequence aborted due to 
missing B2 contactor feedback. 

  

181 MOTION_LIFT_BRAKE Motion start sequence aborted due to 
missing BPS feedback. 

Verify BPS wiring and 
inversion parameter. 

 

183 MOTION_RAMP_TO_ZER
O 

Motion stop sequence aborted after 
failing to ramp to zero speed. 

N/A 
 

184 MOTION_HOLD_ZERO Motion stop sequence aborted after 
failing to achieve encoder speed of or 
below 1 fpm. 

N/A 
 

185 MOTION_CHECK_BPS Motion stop sequence aborted after 
failing BPS check. 

Verify BPS wiring and 
inversion parameter. 

 

187 MOTION_DROP_M Motion stop sequence aborted after 
failing to drop the M contactor. 

N/A 
 

188 MOTION_PREFLIGHT Motion stop sequence aborted after 
failing to complete preflight. 

N/A 
 

189 BPS_STUCK_LO Brake pick switch stuck low during a 
run. 

Reset machine room 
board to clear. Check BPS 
wiring and NC setting. 

 

190 BPS_STUCK_HI Brake pick switch stuck high while car is 
stopped. 

Reset machine room 
board to clear. Check BPS 
wiring and NC setting. 

 

191 EB2_DROPPED Rope gripper relay EB2 was dropped. 
  

192 EB2_STUCK EB2 relay is stuck. Verify the relay is tightly 
seated on its connector. 

 

193 BRAKE_OFFLINE Brake board communication was lost. Check CAN bus wiring and 
termination. 

 

194 BRAKE_UNK Brake board reporting an unknown 
state. 

N/A 
 

195 BRAKE_POR_RST Brake board recovering from reset due 
to power loss. 

N/A 
 

196 BRAKE_WDT_RST Brake board recovering from reset due 
to watch dog. 

N/A 
 

197 BRAKE_COM Brake board reporting communication 
loss. 

Check CAN bus wiring and 
termination. 
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198 BRAKE_OVERCURRENT Brake board reporting an overcurrent 
event. 

Check for a short on the 
brake coil. 

 

199 BRAKE_MOSFET Brake board reporting MOSFET failure. Check wiring on brake 
board's high voltage 
connections. 

 

200 BRAKE_BUS_OFFLINE Brake board reporting CAN bus reset. Check for short on the 
CAN bus. 

 

201 BRAKE_DIP Brake board reporting DIP switch 
settings in conflict with another board. 

Check system brake 
boards for identical DIP1 
state. 

 

202 BRAKE_BOD_RST Brake board recovering from reset due 
to voltage dip. 

N/A 
 

203 BRAKE_LIMIT Brake board overcurrent has occurred 
3 times and will now latch. 

Brake board reset 
required. 

 

204 EBRAKE_OFFLINE Brake board communication was lost. Check CAN bus wiring and 
termination. 

 

205 EBRAKE_UNK Brake board reporting an unknown 
state. 

N/A 
 

206 EBRAKE_POR_RST Brake board recovering from reset due 
to power loss. 

N/A 
 

207 EBRAKE_WDT_RST Brake board recovering from reset due 
to watch dog. 

N/A 
 

208 EBRAKE_COM Brake board reporting communication 
loss. 

Check CAN bus for correct 
wiring and termination. 

 

209 EBRAKE_OVERCURRENT Brake board reporting an overcurrent 
event. 

Check for a short on the 
brake coil. 

 

210 EBRAKE_MOSFET Brake board reporting MOSFET failure. Check wiring on brake 
board's high voltage 
connections. 

 

211 EBRAKE_BUS_OFFLINE Brake board reporting CAN bus reset. Check for short on the 
CAN bus. 

 

212 EBRAKE_DIP Brake board reporting DIP switch 
settings in conflict with another board. 

Check system brake 
boards for identical DIP1 
state. 

 

213 EBRAKE_BOD_RST Brake board recovering from reset due 
to voltage dip. 

N/A 
 

214 EBRAKE_LIMIT Brake board overcurrent has occurred 
3 times and will now latch. 

Brake board reset 
required. 

 

215 CPLD_STARTUP CPLD reporting a startup state. 
  

216 CPLD_UNINT_MOV CPLD reporting unintended movement. Press the EBRK RST button 
to clear. 

 

217 CPLD_GOV CPLD reporting a governor fault. Press the EBRK RST button 
to clear. 

 

218 CPLD_REDUND CPLD reporting a redundancy fault. N/A 
 

219 CPLD_COM_LOSS CPLD reporting loss of CN2 network 
communication. 

Check for miswiring on the 
CN2 network. Check 
CT/COP toggle switch. 

 

220 CPLD_NON_BYP CPLD reporting loss of a nonbypass 
input. 

Check machine room and 
car top safety inputs. 

 

221 CPLD_IN_CAR CPLD reporting loss of in car stop input. Check COP SF2 input. 
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222 CPLD_INSP CPLD reporting invalid inspection 
mode. 

An invalid set of 
inspection switches are 
active. 

 

223 CPLD_SFH CPLD reporting loss of SFH input. Check machine room SFH 
input. 

 

225 CPLD_ACCESS CPLD reporting invalid access switch 
and lock combination. 

  

226 CPLD_LOCKS CPLD reporting lock open. 
  

227 CPLD_DOORS CPLD reporting gate switch open. 
  

228 CPLD_BYPASS_SW CPLD reporting a bypass switch is 
active. 

  

229 CPLD_PREFLIGHT CPLD reporting preflight failure. 
  

230 RISER_OFFLINE_1 Unused (converted to an alarm) 
  

231 RISER_OFFLINE_2 Unused (converted to an alarm) 
  

232 RISER_OFFLINE_3 Unused (converted to an alarm) 
  

233 RISER_OFFLINE_4 Unused (converted to an alarm) 
  

234 DZ_STUCK_HI Door zone stuck high and over six 
inches from the closest learned floor 
position. 

Check DZ input wiring (CT-
503/504). 

 

235 POSITION_LIMIT Car moving outside the mode defined 
position limit. 

  

236 INVALID_MANUAL_RUN Attempting a manual run outside 
specified the current position limits. 

  

237 INVALID_ACCEL_CURVE Requested acceleration curve is invalid. Increase current s-curve 
acceleration rate 
parameters. 

 

238 INVALID_DECEL_CURVE Requested deceleration curve is invalid. Increase current s-curve 
deceleration rate 
parameters. 

 

239 INVALID_ADDED_CURVE Requested mid run acceleration curve 
is invalid. 

Increase current s-curve 
acceleration rate 
parameters. 

 

240 INVALID_RSL_CURVE Requested mid run deceleration curve 
is invalid. 

Increase current s-curve 
deceleration rate 
parameters. 

 

241 INVALID_CURVE_P1 Normal profile s-curve settings are 
invalid. 

Increase the profile's 
acceleration or 
deceleration rate 
parameters. 

 

242 INVALID_CURVE_P2 Inspection profile s-curve settings are 
invalid. 

Increase the profile's 
acceleration or 
deceleration rate 
parameters. 

 

243 INVALID_CURVE_P3 E-Power profile s-curve settings are 
invalid. 

Increase the profile's 
acceleration or 
deceleration rate 
parameters. 

 

244 INVALID_CURVE_P4 Short profile s-curve settings are 
invalid. 

Increase the profile's 
acceleration or 
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deceleration rate 
parameters. 

245 SFM_STUCK SFM relay is stuck. Verify the relay is tightly 
seated on its connector. 

 

246 OVERLOADED Car is overloaded. Remove weight from the 
car. 

 

247 PREFLIGHT_MR Preflight test failed. N/A 
 

248 PREFLIGHT_CT Preflight test failed. N/A 
 

249 PREFLIGHT_COP Preflight test failed. N/A 
 

250 PARAM_SYNC_MRB Parameters are synchronizing. N/A 
 

251 PARAM_SYNC_CTA Parameters are synchronizing. N/A 
 

252 PARAM_SYNC_CTB Parameters are synchronizing. N/A 
 

253 SCURVE_UPDATING Motion parameters are being 
recalculated. 

N/A 
 

254 REGEN_FAULT Regen unit reporting a fault state. Check regen status and 
the regen fault input 
wiring. 

 

255 OVERSPEED_CONST Car speed has exceeded 125% of the 
max inspection speed (150 fpm). 

Option to disable this fault 
is available. 

 

256 EBPS_STUCK_LO Emergency brake pick switch stuck low 
during a run. 

Reset machine room 
board to clear. Check BPS 
wiring and NC setting. 

 

257 EBPS_STUCK_HI Emergency brake pick switch stuck high 
while car is stopped. 

Reset machine room 
board to clear. Check BPS 
wiring and NC setting. 

 

258 INVALID_DIP_SW_B2 Rear door DIP switch and parameter do 
not match. 

Match DIP and parameter 
setting. 

 

259 INVALID_DIP_SW_B3 Enable landing inspection DIP switch 
and parameter do not match. 

Match DIP and parameter 
setting. 

 

260 INVALID_DIP_SW_B4 Enable pit inspection DIP switch and 
parameter do not match. 

Match DIP and parameter 
setting. 

 

261 INVALID_DIP_SW_B8 DIP B8 is on while not performing the 
unintended movement acceptance 
test. 

Move to unintended 
movement acceptance 
test or clear DIP B8. 

 

262 INVALID_DIP_SW_A6 Construction mode is required when 
the motor learn DIP switch is ON. 

Move to construction 
mode or clear DIP A6. 

 

263 INSP_IC_KEY_REQD Both IC and CT inspection switches are 
required for CT inspection operation. 

Assert both IC and CT 
inspection switches. 
Optionally turn off this 
parameter enabled 
option. 

 

264 B_CONT_HI_SW Drive's serial speed reg signal is stuck 
high. 

Check drive's speed reg 
settings for correct serial 
mapping. 

 

265 B_CONT_HI_HW B contactor feedback is stuck high. Check the wiring to and 
from the B contactor. 

 

266 B_CONT_LO_SW Drive's serial speed reg signal is stuck 
low. 

Check drive's speed reg 
settings for correct serial 
mapping. 
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267 B_CONT_LO_HW B contactor feedback is stuck low. Check the wiring to and 
from the B contactor. 

 

268 DC_HW_ENABLE Unused (valid only for SR-3032K) N/A 
 

284 EXP_DIP_1 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

285 EXP_DIP_2 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

286 EXP_DIP_3 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

287 EXP_DIP_4 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

288 EXP_DIP_5 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

289 EXP_DIP_6 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

290 EXP_DIP_7 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

291 EXP_DIP_8 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

292 EXP_DIP_9 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

293 EXP_DIP_10 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

294 EXP_DIP_11 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

295 EXP_DIP_12 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

296 EXP_DIP_13 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

297 EXP_DIP_14 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

298 EXP_DIP_15 Two or more expansion boards have 
the same DIP switch settings. 

N/A 
 

299 INVALID_HALLMASK There is overlap between the hall call, 
medical, and swing masks. 

N/A 
 

300 OOS_LIMIT Car has exceeded a fault limit and gone 
out of service. 

Clear OOS by moving to 
inspection mode. 

 

301 DUPLICATE_GROUP_ID Two or more group cars have the same 
car ID. 

N/A 
 

302 RESCUE_START After moving to rescue operation, the 
car waits a minimum of 2 seconds 
before beginning rescue. 

N/A 
 

303 RESCUE_IN_DZ The car has arrived at the nearest 
opening, opened its doors, and gone 
out of service. 

N/A 
 

304 RESCUE_NO_RECALL No valid recall floor was found. Turn off automatic rescue 
and perform a manual 
rescue. 

 

305 MR_SAFETY Machine room safety input (SFM) was 
lost. 

Check wiring and safety 
contacts. 
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306 CEDES1_OFFLINE Communication with CEDES channel 1 
was lost. 

Check camera wiring. 
 

307 CEDES1_READ_FAIL CEDES channel 1 reporting a failure to 
read error. 

Clean the tape. Align the 
tape with the camera. 

 

308 CEDES1_ALIGN_CLOSE CEDES channel 1 reporting the tape is 
aligned too close relative to the 
camera. 

Clean the tape. Align the 
tape with the camera. 

 

309 CEDES1_ALIGN_FAR CEDES channel 1 reporting the tape is 
aligned too far relative to the camera. 

Clean the tape. Align the 
tape with the camera. 

 

310 CEDES1_ALIGN_LEFT CEDES channel 1 reporting the tape is 
aligned too left relative to the camera. 

Clean the tape. Align the 
tape with the camera. 

 

311 CEDES1_ALIGN_RIGHT CEDES channel 1 reporting the tape is 
aligned too right relative to the camera. 

Clean the tape. Align the 
tape with the camera. 

 

312 CEDES1_INTERNAL CEDES channel 1 reporting an internal 
error. 

N/A 
 

313 CEDES1_COMM CEDES channel 1 reporting a 
communication error. 

N/A 
 

314 CEDES1_CROSS1_POS CEDES channel 1 reporting a position 
cross check error. 

N/A 
 

315 CEDES1_CROSS1_VEL CEDES channel 1 reporting a velocity 
cross check error. 

N/A 
 

316 CEDES1_CROSS1_BOTH CEDES channel 1 reporting a cross 
check error. 

N/A 
 

317 CEDES1_CROSS2_POS CEDES channel 1 reporting a position 
cross check error. 

N/A 
 

318 CEDES1_CROSS2_VEL CEDES channel 1 reporting a velocity 
cross check error. 

N/A 
 

319 CEDES1_CROSS2_BOTH CEDES channel 1 reporting a cross 
check error. 

N/A 
 

320 CEDES2_OFFLINE Communication with CEDES channel 2 
was lost. 

Check camera wiring. 
 

321 CEDES2_READ_FAIL CEDES channel 2 reporting a failure to 
read error. 

Clean the tape. Align the 
tape with the camera. 

 

322 CEDES2_ALIGN_CLOSE CEDES channel 2 reporting the tape is 
aligned too close relative to the 
camera. 

Clean the tape. Align the 
tape with the camera. 

 

323 CEDES2_ALIGN_FAR CEDES channel 2 reporting the tape is 
aligned too far relative to the camera. 

Clean the tape. Align the 
tape with the camera. 

 

324 CEDES2_ALIGN_LEFT CEDES channel 2 reporting the tape is 
aligned too left relative to the camera. 

Clean the tape. Align the 
tape with the camera. 

 

325 CEDES2_ALIGN_RIGHT CEDES channel 2 reporting the tape is 
aligned too right relative to the camera. 

Clean the tape. Align the 
tape with the camera. 

 

326 CEDES2_INTERNAL CEDES channel 2 reporting an internal 
error. 

N/A 
 

327 CEDES2_COMM CEDES channel 2 reporting a 
communication error. 

N/A 
 

328 CEDES2_CROSS1_POS CEDES channel 2 reporting a position 
cross check error. 

N/A 
 

329 CEDES2_CROSS1_VEL CEDES channel 2 reporting a velocity 
cross check error. 

N/A 
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330 CEDES2_CROSS1_BOTH CEDES channel 2 reporting a cross 
check error. 

N/A 
 

331 CEDES2_CROSS2_POS CEDES channel 2 reporting a position 
cross check error. 

N/A 
 

332 CEDES2_CROSS2_VEL CEDES channel 2 reporting a velocity 
cross check error. 

N/A 
 

333 CEDES2_CROSS2_BOTH CEDES channel 2 reporting a cross 
check error. 

N/A 
 

334 EPOWER Car is on emergency power and not 
configured to return to automatic 
operation. 

N/A 
 

335 INVALID_PARKING Parking floor is set to a landing with no 
openings. 

N/A 
 

336 INVALID_FIRE_MAIN Main fire recall floor and opening are 
invalid. 

N/A 
 

337 INVALID_FIRE_ALT Alternate fire recall floor and opening 
are invalid. 

N/A 
 

338 CPLD_OFFLINE_MR Communication with machine room 
CPLD lost. 

N/A 
 

339 CPLD_OFFLINE_CT Communication with car top CPLD lost. N/A 
 

340 CPLD_OFFLINE_COP Communication with car operating 
panel CPLD lost. 

N/A 
 

342 DRIVE_OFFLINE Communication with drive was lost. Check the wiring of the 
communication lines 
between the machine 
room and drive. 

 

343 DSD_NOT_RDY A drive fault exists. Drive is not ready. 
  

344 DSD_OVERSPEED Drive issuing a tach overspeed fault 
(see DSD manual F97). 

  

345 DSD_TACH_LOSS Drive issuing a tach loss fault (see DSD 
manual F98). 

  

346 DSD_TACH_REV Drive issuing a reverse tach fault (see 
DSD manual F99). 

  

347 DSD_OVERLOAD Drive issuing a motor over-load fault 
(see DSD manual F400). 

  

348 DSD_FIELD_CURR Drive issuing an excessive field current 
fault (see DSD manual F401). 

  

349 DSD_CONTACT Drive issuing a contactor failure fault 
(see DSD manual F402). 

  

350 DSD_CEMF Drive issuing a CEMF limit fault (see 
DSD manual F407/F408). 

  

351 DSD_ESTOP Drive issuing an E-Stop circuit fault (see 
DSD manual). 

  

352 DSD_LOOP Drive issuing a loop fault (see DSD 
manual F900). 

  

353 DSD_PCU Drive issuing a PCU IST fault (see DSD 
manual F901). 

  

354 DSD_LINE_SYNC Drive issuing a line sync fault (see DSD 
manual F903). 
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355 DSD_LINE_LO Drive issuing a low line fault (see DSD 
manual F904). 

  

356 DSD_FIELD_LOSS Drive issuing a field loss fault (see DSD 
manual F905). 

  

357 DSD_LINE_DROOP Drive issuing a line droop fault (see DSD 
manual F406). 

  

358 DSD_COMM Drive reporting a communication loss 
fault (see DSD manual). 

Check the wiring of the 
communication lines 
between the machine 
room and drive. 
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TRAINING VIDEO LINKS 
The complete C4 Support page can be found at smartrise.us/support/C4support 

ADJUST FLOOR LEVELS 

BRAKE VOLTAGE 

CONSTRUCTION 

FAULTS 

INPUT STATUS 

INSPECTION 

LEARN THE HOISTWAY 

RUN TIMERS  

S-CURVE 

SCREEN OVERVIEW 

SETUP IO 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.smartrise.us/support/c4-support/
https://youtu.be/DN3_cgKbdwo
https://youtu.be/ziXNBR4fshA
https://youtu.be/ddvfy5f2LvU
https://youtu.be/EiArKT4PVo4
https://youtu.be/vCIQbVyXG2s
https://youtu.be/7CracPrmlDA
https://youtu.be/Q4ZTYCxrlGQ
https://youtu.be/SLGj35qFRAA
https://youtu.be/u1HwAmSgf74
https://youtu.be/UpHoep3CYlc
https://youtu.be/qx2Tom59Oic
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